HD Air Studio designs and produces
custom gimbal with weather sealing for KVS Technologies
Client
KVS Technologies provides power companies with a
safe and efficient way to monitor the conditions of
their overhead power lines. Their AI-driven software
enables drones to carry out autonomous inspections for
customers.

About the project
KVS Technologies was looking for a gimbal to work
with the Sony UMC-R10C camera. Since the camera
is very specialized, there were no ready-to-use gimbals
available on the market. Also, given the fact that
inspections of power grids take place in all sorts of
weather conditions, KVS Technologies needed a camera
stabilizer that was not only mechanically resilient but
also weather-proof.

The following milestones can be named
in terms of this project:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing a gimbal that seamlessly fits to
Sony UMC-R10C and to the existing drone used
by KVS Technologies – both mechanically and
electronically.

Designing weather sealing for the entire
gimbal protecting it from water, dust and
humidity.

Providing a ready-to-use solution.

Delivering the whole project within a short
time frame.

How HD AIR Studio helped

Results

To meet the challenging operational requirements of
KVS Technologies, HD Air Studio had to select suitable
components which are rigid, but still lightweight. For
this purpose, the gimbal is made out ofcarbon fiber and
light aluminum alloys.

The Sony UMC-R10C gimbal came calibrated and tuned.
Once the first unit of the Sony UMCR 10C custom gimbal
was tested, there were some extra improvements
applied to the gimbal construction.

The gimbal has been tailor-made for Sony UMC-R10C –
it works perfectly with the unusual shape of the camera.
Also, HD Air Studio managed to achieve high strengthto-weight ratio.
The gimbal has been weather-sealed using the liquid
sealing. This solution, better than any other option,
makes the sealing fit the gimbal, but it’s also flexible
and more robust.
The Sony UMC-R10C gimbal developed by HD Air offers
vast integration possibilities to the client. Unlimited
continuous rotation in the pan axis with the built-in
slipring connector allows for serial communication and
power supply.
HD Air Studio has completed the project within the
agreed deadline. The production technologies applied
in the process include, among others, CNC machines,
FDM, SLA 3D printers.

Further development
In the next stage of the project , KVS Technologies
was looking to make its camera resistant to weather
conditions. For this purpose, HD Air Studio created
a waterproof camera enclosure – a special sealing
protecting the very camera that is integrated with the
gimbal. Finally, to ensure communication between
the camera and the computer, HD Air Studio developed
a dedicated connector.

“The ease of implementation of HD Air Studio
gimbals enables KVS Technologies to focus on
the core strength of conducting power grid inspections. We can count on technical support
and new ideas from HD Air Studio whenever we
need them”.

KVS Technologies

